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ISE 2016 – Fo
Switch on to Europe’s largest AV tradeshow, where the
world’s leading lighting companies and professionals
meet to shape the future of the industry. ISE 2016 will
host four action packed days, featuring 1,000 exhibitors
alongside conferences, keynotes and training.

Find out more and register: www.iseurope.org
ISE is a joint venture partnership of

Editor’s Note
A

s we approach the end of the year it’s customary to look back
on the last 12 months and reflect - to relish the highs and rue
the lows - and hopefully face the future a little tougher and
wiser. In this issue we look to a future in which technology promises
to change our lives like it has never done before.
Our cover story discusses the transformation of our homes from
mute, stolid structures that provide warmth and shelter to clever,
interactive companions that anticipate our needs and shape our
decisions. These smart homes will know when you leave work
early. They will intuitively understand when you have a headache.
They will be pretty impressive.
We will be encountering smart tech outside the home as well. In
another story we explore how singers like Taylor Swift and Beck
are using the Internet of Things to engage their fans so concerts
become incredibly immersive and rewarding. There are huge
rewards for sound and lighting professionals who can exploit this
revolutionary growth of sensor technology to create ever better
live performances. And perhaps a lot of disappointed fans for
those who don’t.
The last couple months have also seen some inspiring installations.
We take a look at an incredible dance of images on the grim walls
of the Tower of London, a dazzling show for the anniversary of
German unification in Frankfurt, and a bridge in Portland that
synchronises the speed of the river below with the lights gracing
the span above.
Innovations with sound and light continue to entertain and awe
people across the globe.
As we leave 2015 behind, we at LAVA want to thank you for your
ingenuity. Looking ahead to 2016, we wish you all the best in these
interesting times.
Craig Brett
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Claky Paky Lights Up Frankfurt’s Bridges For Reunification Anniversary
GLP Lighting Dazzles At Frankfurt Car Show
Japan’s New Living Room Café By e-plus Showcases Martin Audio
Meyer Helps Chef Gabriela Cámara Open New San Francisco Restaurant
Michingan’s Royal Oak Music Theatre Upgrades With Elation LEDs
Hexogon Lights Up The Night At Singapore’s Formula 1 Night Race
Parshwanath Business Park Illuminated With SGM, G-SPOTS And Q-7S
NFL’s Sunday Night Football Opener Sparkles With Ayrton Magicdot Fixtures
G-Spots Brave Water And Sand At African Games
Beauty And The Beast Graces The Indian Stage With Christie Projectors
Steve Gadd Drums Up Perfect Sound In Hong Kong With DPA Microphones
Church On The Move Updates Technical Values With SSL L500S
Festival Favourites Faithless Select SSL Live L500 Console For Latest Tour
Fall Out Boy Falls In With Clay Paky Fixtures On National Tour
The Addams Family Musical Brought To Life With Philips Selecon, Showline LEDs
New Portland Bridge Uses Speed And Temperature Of River To Control Lighting Design
Finnish National Opera Creates Visual Poetry With Mythos
Richie Hawtin Takes Techno Wizardry On Tour
Austrian Festival Shreds The Night Sky With Massive Laser Show
Centrepointe Theatre Changes Its Spots With Switch To Leopard Sound System
Cobalt And ETCnomad Bring Out The Human Side Of The Music With ‘Heartfelt’
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TECHNICAL THEATRE AWARDS CELEBRATE THE
BACKSTAGE HEROES

T

he Technical Theatre Awards celebrate the achievements of people working backstage and behind the scenes.
Now in its third year, the awards were announced at a ceremony on the Sunborn Yacht during PLASA London
2015.
The winners are (all shortlisted nominees are listed; the winners are in bold):
The
"AdVision
TV"
Award
for
Achievement in Wardrobe
Anna Edwards McConway (Winner)
Tony Priestley
Jessica Houghton

Outstanding

The "ETC" receiving venue team of the year award
Theatre Royal Newcastle (Winner)
Royal Albert Hall
Gordon Craig Theatre
Regent Theatre Stoke-on-Trent
Harlow Playhouse
The "Philips" Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Lighting
Andrew Murrell (Winner)
Andy Taylor
Tom Young
Graham Leesmith
The "Pigs Might Fly South" Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Wigs & Makeup
Craig Forrest (Winner)
Stefan Musch
Linda Halpin

Award Image Credit: Royal Opera House

The "Charcoalblue" Award for Venue Sustainability
New Wimbledon Theatre (Winner)
Arcola Theatre
The "d&b audiotechnik" Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Sound
David Gregory (Winner)
Ed Feguson
Alex Caplen
Chris Reid
The "Douglas Turnbull" Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Company Management (Sponsored
by Investec Opera Holland Park)
Katy Byrant (Winner)
Bernard Davies
Ba Penney
Nigel Pentland
The "eStage" Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Stage Crew
Geoff Grint (Winner)
James Kazwini
John Hayel

Award Image Credit: Tommy Ga-Ken Wan

The "PRG" Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Production Management
Gary Beestone (Winner)
Kieron Docherty
Stewart Crosbie
Jim Leaver
The "PW Productions" Award
Achievement in Prop Making
Robin Morgan (Winner)
Gary Hardy-Brown
Paul Brown

for

Outstanding

The "Rigging Team" Award
Achievement in Automation
The Twins FX (Winner)
David Greatex
Richard W illcox
Musa Halimeh

for

Outstanding

The "Robe" Hire Company Team of the Year Award
Showforce (Winner)
LUX Technical
Quantum Special Effects Group
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The "Triple E" Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Flys & Rigging
Tony Miles (Winner)
Mario colaluca

The "SNP Productions" Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Media Server Programming
Jon Lyle (Winner)
Nick Malbon
The "Total Solutions Group" Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Set Construction
Dave Simmons (Winner)
Davy Thayer
Ricky Parr
The "USITT" Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Scenic Artistry
Steve Arnott (Winner)
James Rowse
Richard Nutborne

Award Image Credit: Royal Opera House

The "Design Software Solutions" Award
Outstanding Achievement in Education
Sara Scott (Winner)
Martin Hodgson
Oliver Brown
The "GDS" & "SMA" Award for
Achievement in Stage Management
Robert Clayton (Winner)
Jack W igley
Matthew Cullun
Pippa Meyer

for

Outstanding

Award Image Credit: Royal Opera House

KNIGHT OF ILLUMINATION AWARDS HONOUR THE
UK’S BEST LIGHTING AND VIDEO PROFESSIONALS

T

he 8th annual Knight of Illumination Awards
were held in October at London's glamorous art
deco Troxy to celebrate the year’s achievements in
entertainment lighting and video across the UK.
Organised by The Association of Lighting Designers,
The Society of Television & Lighting Design, The
Fifth Estate Ltd and Clay Paky, the awards recognise
excellence in touring, television and theatre lighting
and video design.
This year’s winners are:
THEATRE
Dance: Lucy Carter for Woolf Works, Royal Ballet.
Musicals: Amy Mae Smith for Sweeney Todd,
Harrington's Pie Shop
Opera: Alessandro Carletti for Guillaume Tell, Royal
Opera House
Plays: T im Mitchell for Taken at Midnight, Minerva
Studio, Chichester
Projection Design: Paul Barritt for Golem, Young Vic
TELEVISION
Small Studio: Andy Cottey for Election 2015 Wales
Light Entertainment: Gurdip Mahal for The Voice Final
Drama: John Daly for Up the Women
Events: Nigel Catmur for Young Dancer Competition
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Video Graphic Display: David Newton, Alberta Torres
and Jessy Wang for Strictly Come Dancing
CONCERT TOURING AND EVENTS
Concert Touring Arena: LeRoy Bennett for Lady Gaga
Concert Touring Stage: W ill Potts for Sam Smith
Club: Tom Campbell for Anna Calvi
Live Events: Terry Cook for Secret Cinema - The
Empire Strikes Back
Video Electronic Content: Nina Dunn for Alice's
Adventures Underground
The winner of the Lifetime Recognition award was Fred
Foster, CEO of Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc. (ETC).
"It's a great honour to receive this award. I've always
been proud to work with ETC and within this great
industry. The most important people, however, are you,
the lighting designers, who make the industry so good.
Thank you to you all, and to the KOI Awards."
Previous winners of this award include lighting designer
Richard Pilbrow in 2011, Bryan Leitch in 2012, Ian Dow
in 2013 and Brian Croft in 2014. The category is named
in recognition of former Clay Paky commercial director
Enrico Caironi (1947 - 2011), whose inspiration and
enthusiasm created and subsequently shaped the
Knight Of Illumination Awards.
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ELATION, ROBERT JULIAT WIN PLASA AWARDS FOR
INNOVATION

E

lation Professional and Robert Juliat each won
awards for innovation at the 2015 PLASA Awards in
October. Held at the ExCel Exhibition Center in London,
Elation was recognized for its Platinum FLX™ hybrid
spot/ beam/wash moving head, while Robert Juliat won
for its LED cyclorama batten, called DALIS.
DALIS is a unique, asymmetrical 300W LED cyclorama
light, consisting of 48 LED sources arranged in a
double row. Each LED works in conjunction with a mini
asymmetric reflector, or ‘spoon’, to deliver a perfectly
smooth spread of light across any surface. Eight colours
of LED are used in DALIS’ construction - red, green,
blue, royal blue, amber, cyan, warm white (2200K) and
cool white (6500K) - which mix to create a huge variety
of pastel and saturated colours, with perfect balance.
Silent, fanless operation makes DALIS ideal for both
theatre and television use.
Elation’s Platinum FLX was described by the judges as "a
versatile moving light that solves a number of problems
in one fixture. The spot/beam/wash hybrid design uses
clever mechanical engineering that actually delivers a
useable result in a manageable size and budget."
Elation President Toby Velazquez and Sales Director
Eric Loader were on hand to accept the award.
“We’re extremely pleased that the FLX has been
recognized for its outstanding optical system and are
thrilled to have won a PLASA Award for Innovation in
back to back years,” Loader said. “The Platinum FLX
offers unique benefits that have raised the quality level
of multi-functional lights and we’re excited to see how
designers will use it in their designs.”

CLAY PAKY COLLECTS TWO AWARDS AT LDI

C

lay Paky received two awards
at the recent LDI show in
Las Vegas. New scanner the
SPHERISCAN won the LDI Best
Debuting Product award “for making
the scanner fixture relevant again
and moving the state of the art in
reflected beam fixtures by several
orders of magnitude”. Francesco
Romagnoli, Clay Paky's Sales
Manager for the Americas, and Ben
Saltzman, President & CEO of ACT
Lighting, accepted the award from
Marian Sandberg, Content Director
of Live Design and LDI.
The second prize Clay Paky
received was the Parnelli Award
for
"Indispensable
Technology".
It was assigned to the MYTHOS,
which has now clocked up a total of
four awards in its still brief history.
A Parnelli Award in the world of
events is equivalent to a Hollywood
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"Oscar" in the world of cinema. The Mythos is actually the only lighting
product that received a Parnelli Award, which clearly shows how popular
this light has become on stages all around the globe.
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THEATRE PROJECTS HIRES ROB
CONSULT ON ACOUSTIC DESIGN

HARRIS

TO

T

heatre
Projects
has
appointed
world-renowned
theatre consultant and
international auditorium
acoustic
designer
Rob Harris as a key
consultant.
Harris's
35-year
career as an acoustics
specialist has seen him
amass many prestigious
design
credits
for
performing arts buildings
including: Bridgewater
Hall, Manchester; City
Recital Hall, Sydney;
Kilden
konsertsal,
Kristiansand;
Bord
Gâis Energy Theatre,
Dublin and Kings Place,
London.
Harris is also known
for his acoustic design
at some of the world's
most
iconic
opera
houses. These include
collaborations with TP
on both Glyndebourne
Opera House and Oslo

Opera House. In addition he has led on the Copenhagen Opera House, the Wales
Millennium Centre Cardiff and the refurbishment of the Royal Opera House, London.
More recently, he worked as part of a design team alongside Theatre Projects on the
strategic refurbishment study for the Royal Opera House in Stockholm.

MEYER STRENGTHENS MARKETING TEAM WITH
NEW HIRES

M

eyer Sound bolstered its Berkeley, Calif. in-house
marketing team with the addition Amy Huson as
Director of Marketing, Business and Programs, and
Jane Eagleson as Public Relations Manager.
Working closely with sales and business development,
Huson will take responsibility for a variety of key
marketing areas including the international trade show
program, lead generation, channel support efforts,
vertical market strategies and website initiatives.
Eagleson will be the primary contact for pro audio trade

media, support mainstream media outreach, and drive
content development.
Additionally, Rachel Archibald expands her role to
become Director of Marketing, Corporate and Brand.
Archibald will assume responsibility for leadership in the
areas of product marketing, advertising, development
of brand collateral, and corporate brand experience.
They will work under Karen Ames, Vice President of
Marketing and Communications.

GLP HIRES NEW SALES MANAGER FOR US

G

LP US Inc. said Greville Kellett
will assume the newly created
position of Internal Sales Manager,
while the vacated position of West
Coast Sales Manager will be taken
by new hire Dave Barten. Barten
joins GLP after many years in
the lighting industry along with a

14
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long history working in the exhibit
sector and a strong focus on
the integration of lighting within
corporate presentations.
Also newly appointed to the
company is Brian McNutt, who joins
in the role of Product Specialist. His

career spans the US from Florida
to New York and most recently
Las Vegas, where he worked at
the nightclub Omnia. McNutt will
be a product ambassador, helping
to ensure a smooth integration for
customers between the sales and
technical sides of the company.

·Asia's most influential pro- light&sound exhibition
·China’s first high-end silent exhibition
·Over 500 international exhibitors
·Manufacturing exhibitors from China industrial base
·All of the world's best-known brands in a hall
·New products launch event
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AVID HIRES RASHID DESAI AS CHIEF TECHNOLOGY
OFFICER

A

vid Technology has appointed software development
veteran Rashid Desai as chief technology officer
to lead all of the U.S. company’s technology teams,
including software and hardware engineering and
information and technology. He will also spearhead
the development of innovative applications for the Avid
MediaCentral TM Platform.
“W ith 20 years’ technology leadership experience,
Rashid brings a strong track record for leading and

CINEGY HIRES
MARINA
ABLOGINA
TO MANAGE
STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

C

inegy has appointed Marina
Ablogina to help the German
software
company
strengthen
its ties with suppliers and sales
partners. As Strategic Alliance
Manager, Ablogina will oversee
Cinegy’s relationships with thirdparty
hardware
and
software
manufactures, while also working
with key accounts and sales
partners on marketing programs
and liasing with industry trade
associations.
Cinegy
provides
software
for
digital video processing, asset
management, video compression
and automation and playout.
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transforming global technology teams,” said Avid
Chairman, President and CEO Louis Hernandez, Jr.
Desai joins Avid from Barclaycard, where he held Managing
Director, Chief Information Officer and Chief Technology
Officer roles. He was responsible for the company’s U.S.
technology strategy and capabilities, and successfully
led a multi-year transformation of the business, with an
emphasis on secure cloud-based technologies using
agile development and lean operations.

PONTUS “BULLEN”
LAGERBIELKE DIES AFTER
BATTLE WITH CANCER

E

TC is mourning
the loss of Pontus
“Bullen”
Lagerbielke
after the professional
lighting
designer,
console programmer
and
media
server
wizard passed away
after being diagnosed
with cancer. He loved
working in the industry
and was an extremely
valued contributor to
the development of
the lighting control
products Cobalt and
Congo.
Sarah
Clausen,
who was a close
personal
friend
as
well
as
colleague,
says:
“Bullen
has
been an incredibly
valuable
contributor
to the development of ETC
lighting control products. He
brought real-world production
experience to the table every
time we discussed the further
development of both families,
and through his wisdom affected
every Congo and Cobalt user's
experience in a positive way.
“He was well known as a teacher
and as a support resource for
all users in Sweden. Bullen
was a pioneer among European
lighting designers in embracing
moving lights and media server
technology
for
large
music
productions.
His
knowledge

and experience are thought by
his colleagues to stem from an
abundance of creativity and
patience,
insatiable
curiosity
and a will to cross technical and
artistic boundaries, not least in
his grim and purposeful sense of
humour.
“He is fondly remembered for
his pragmatic approach and will
to fearlessly bring beta software
on tour to test its limits. He will
be remembered for his passion
for the art of lighting and high
professionalism as much as his
humour, great personality and
friendship.”
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BOSCH TO INSTALL SOUND, FIRE SYSTEMS AT
ANTALYA AIRPORT

B

osch Security Systems was
chosen to supply integrated
fire
detection
and
voice
evacuation system for both the
domestic and the international
terminals at Antalya Airport in
southern Turkey. The airport
will have 3,500 automatic fire
detectors 420 Series connected
to six networked Modular Fire
Panels 5000 Series. These can
be configured and operated via

DUBAI SCREENS GET
NEW SOFTWARE

HyperMedia FZ LCC, the biggest
owner of DOOH media in Dubai,
converted its displays to an
automated software platform from
BroadSign International as continues
its expansion in the Middle East.
The company’s network of 22 malls
and 600 large format LCD and LED
screens will grow to 30 malls and
1000 screens.

two remote keypads. The fire detection system is interfaced with the
fully digital PRAESIDEO Public Address and Emergency Sound System,
with more than 1,800 horns and ceiling loudspeakers as well as 300
sound projectors.

NEC SELLS MICROWAVE
SYSTEM TO TURKCELL

NEC Corp said Turkcell will buy its
iPASOLINK iX outdoor microwave
radio system as the Turkish
technology company rolls out its LTE
services in April next year. Turkcell
will be the only operator in the
country to reach 375 Mbps mobile
internet speed on LTE. iPASOLINK
iX is a radio transmission system
that supports frequencies from the

Issue 3/2015
Issue 2/2015

Issue 1/2015

COVER STORY

world record breaking
videomapping showcase

6GHz band to the 42GHz band.

SNAP-ON LOOKS TO SE
ASIA

Snap-On Inc. is bringing its tools
to Southeast Asia after signing
a
distribution
agreement
with
RS Components, and arm of
Electrocomponents Plc of the UK.
The deal covers Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand and the Philippines.
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news and information from the lighting, audio and visual
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BOSCH SUPPLIES SOUND TO
500 STARBUCKS IN CHINA

its subsidiary Digital Media Solutions
Residential. The deal provides Auro
with R&D, design and manufacturing
capacity to complement its expertise
in 3D sound.

D.A.S. AUDIO
ANNOUNCES
DISTRIBUTION TEAM IN
BRAZIL

B

osch will install its sound systems in about 200 Starbucks outlets
in China as well as another 300 that are planned for the next year.
The PLENA economy (PLE) mixer amplifier and several premiumsound cabinet loudspeakers will be supplied to Starbuck in Shanghai
and the provinces of Jiangsu and Zhejiang.

ALTONA OPENS
INTERNATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS IN
SWITZERLAND

Atlona Inc., a maker of AV signal
management systems for residential
and commercial use, is opening
its
international
headquarters
in
Dübendorf,
near
Zurich,
Switzerland.
Ronni Guggenheim,
recently the managing director for
Navori and CEO of Barix, has been
named General Manager of Atlona
International AG and will be based
in Dübendorf. Guggenheim will
oversee international sales, support
and marketing for all territories
outside North America, including
Latin America and Asia-Pacific.

HK AUDIO INKS
DISTRIBUTION DEAL
FOR ITALY

German sound reinforcement firm
HK Audio has signed an exclusive
distribution deal for Italy with Gold
Music. The Bruino, Turin-based
distributors will be responsible
for the entire HK Audio range,
from portable to professional live
sound to install solutions, covering
products from the diminutive LUCAS
NANO crossover PA through to the
new LINEAR 5 LTS A long throw
system and the LINEAR L SUB 4000
A subwoofer.

D.A.S. ENTERS CHINA

D.A.S. Audio of Spain is partnering
with Fluge to distribute audiovisual products in China. W ith
AV Ganguan as their exclusive
distributor, the two companies will
gain greater access to the world’s
most promising market.
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POWERSOFT APPOINTS
NAMDHARI IMPEX NEW
DISTRIBUTOR IN INDIA
Powersoft has announced Namdhari
Impex as its new East Indian
distribution hub. The Italian brand
joins a portfolio that includes Audio
Focus, NEXT-proaudio, QSC, Audio
Technica, Eurocable, Link, Pioneer
DJ, Hansel, ZEUS, Digique, Audios
and DELTA at the Hyderabad-based
company.

AURO BUYS DMS

Auro Technologies, creators of the
Auro-3D® immersive sound format,
has acquired Digital Media Solutions,
owner of the StormAudio brand, and

D.A.S.
Audio
announced
the
creation of its newest subsidiary in
Brazil, incorporating the sales and
technical team that has been tied to
the D.A.S. brand for nearly 20 years
through Decomac, D.A.S. Audio’s
former distributor in Brazil.

NEC SUPPLIES
CONVERTERS TO
LOCKHEED SATELLITES

NEC Corporation, the Japanese
maker of communication systems,
said Lockheed Martin has ordered
its
new
Ka-Band
Multipack
Converters for use in the Arabsat 6A
and
Hellas-Sat-4/SaudiGeoSat-1
satellites, which will launch in
2018. No financial information was
released.

GREEN HIPPO OPENS
FIRST INTERNATIONAL
OFFICE IN CALIFORNIA

Green Hippo will open its first office
outside the UK in January with a
branch in Burbank, California, that
will supply its Hippotizer V4, SHAPE
and AViary Video Tools to partners
and users throughout North and
South America.

BOSCH OPENS EXPERIENCE
CENTRE IN SINGAPORE
TO SHOWCASE NEWEST
PRODUCTS

B

osch Security Systems celebrated the launch of its Asia Pacific
Regional Experience Centre in Singapore, providing a place for
visitors to explore its latest innovative products and solutions.
Over 80 key partners and guests from the region listened to a series
of informative talks on product developments and technology trends
before experiencing firsthand the the technology in an exclusive tour
of the Experience Centre. Highlights at the Centre include the latest
ultra-high resolution FLEXIDOME IP panoramic 7000 MP and DINION
IP ultra 8000 MP cameras as well as 4K ultra HD storage solutions.
Also on display were communications solutions including the ElectroVoice portable and fixed installed professional loudspeakers, the EVID
Compact Sound System, DICENTIS W ireless Conference System, new
RTS Keypanels and the highly-anticipated PAVIRO sound system,
which was launched in August.
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AIDA AMPLIFIED
OPERA REACHES LARGER
AUDIENCES WITH TECHNOLOGY

Opera purists will bolt for the exits if an opera singer steps
up to a microphone, arguing that it’s the ‘natural’ sound of
opera that makes it special. Opera singers too may balk
at using amplification because it ruins the ‘sensation’ or
‘return’ from the sound of their voice.
But as opera gets performed in larger venues in front
of thousands of listeners, or on elaborate stages where
the set interferes with the acoustics, microphones are
becoming a necessary part of the performance.
They certainly are for LE DIV4S, the Italian ensemble of
four female sopranos who debuted with Andrea Bocelli
in 2008 and now perform all over the world. They now
use DPA’s d:facto™ Vocal Microphone for all their live
performances.
Front of House sound engineer Simone ‘Zeta’ Saccomandi
introduced the artists to the microphones during a recent
concert at the National Theatre of Baku Philharmonic in
Azerbaijan.

“Prior to the concert, LE DIV4S spent several days in my
studio rehearsing, so I took the opportunity to compare
the d:facto™ Vocal Microphone with various other
high-end vocal microphones,” Zeta explains. “All of the
microphones performed well and some were more suitable
than others, but overall it was the d:facto™ that shone
out. As soon as it was connected it gave me exactly the
sound that I expected to hear.”
Zeta adds that the ‘surgical precision’ of the d:facto™
Vocal Microphone also made the sound much easier to
mix.
“With some of the other microphones we tried, the
artists’ voices were almost veiled in the mix and I had to
process them to get them sounding the way I wanted,” he
explains. “With the d:facto™, I didn’t have to do anything
and that meant I could nail it in the mix. LE DIV4S and
their managers also noticed the difference and had no
difficulty recognising their own voices through the wedge
monitors on stage.”
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FRANCISCANS CHOOSE
MODERN LEDS TO
ILLUMINATE MEDIEVAL
GLOOM OF FAMED
BASILICA
The Basilica of San Francesco of Assisi was built into the side of an Italian
hill 800 years ago to commemorate St. Francis, a saint famed for his vow of
poverty and love of animals. Now one of the world’s most important places
of worship, a UNESCO site and home to some of the finest frescoes and
paintings, the basilica is really two churches. And it’s the lower basilica –
though the darker and more austere of the two – that shelters the grander
artwork within its stony walls.
The friars recently initiated a project to improve lighting in the lower basilica’s
medieval interior while preserving its solemn atmosphere. They chose Marco
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Frascarolo to manage the project. The University of
Roma professor, who also oversaw lighting at the Sistine
Chapel, chose customised luminaries from ILM Lighting
and 550 Décor Series Ultra LED arrays from Bridgelux to
illuminate the frescoes without harming the delicate paint
and colours.

“All the darkness in the
world cannot ex tinguish
the light of a single
candle.”
- St. Francis of Assisi

The lights, which emphasize the reds and other hues to
which the human eye is most receptive, also use 80%
less energy than the halogen lamps they replaced.
“It was a great challenge to build and design fixtures,
maintaining dimensions and shapes of the previous
lighting installation with the complexity of the new
technologies,” said Federico Ognibene, the CEO of ILM,
according to Solid State Lighting and Design. “Thanks
to our experience, and the combined use of Bridgelux
Décor arrays, and of customized LEDIL lenses with oval
light distribution, we built the first worldwide fixture with
elliptical optics for arrays, achieving the project goals.”

Jan-Mar 2016
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SEEING THE TOWER
OF LONDON IN A
NEW LIGHT
Photos by ® w w w.thefif thestate.co.uk
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For centuries, Londoners have looked up at the
ominous walls of the Tower of London with dread.
Behind the grim stone, enemies of the state were
imprisoned in freezing cells, stretched on the
rack and executed. King Henry VI was slain in
the Tower and a German spy was executed there
as recently as 1941.
Against this forbidding backdrop, UK company
LIGHTING EVENTS was asked to light up the
Tower for the 100-year anniversary of the Haig
Housing Trust, a charity dedicated to helping
wounded military veterans.

Twelve Mythos lighting fixtures from Clay Paky were
used to project stunning text and images onto the Tower
as part of the star-studded event in September. The
fixtures were rigged in weatherproof Flight Domes near
the moat, about 30 metres away.
“We relied on the power of the Clay Paky Mythos
fixtures,” said Tom Foster, production manager for
Lightning Eventss. “We had looked at other fixtures but
the Mythos offers exceptional zoom. Some of the gobos
we had were particularly text heavy, but using Mythos
we could project long distances – sometimes 50 metres
– with good clarity and clean sharp text.”

Jan-Mar 2016
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Controlled by a Chamsys MQ60, Foster
rigged most of the 12 Mythos fixtures to
point at the north and west walls.
“We knew we could cover a much wider
area with a lot less kit using the Mythos
– and they certainly suited the budget,”
Foster said. “It was a real privilege to
be involved in the event and it’s been
very well received by the client and the
public.”
Mythos is a highly advanced form of hybrid
light: a 470 watt-lamp spotlight, which
produces an outstanding large light beam,
featuring a zoom that ranges from 4° to
50° (1:12 ratio); and also an extraordinary
beam light, allowing the designer to
switch to a minimum fixed beam angle of
just 2.5°. A large, very dense, 160 mmdiameter light beam leaves the Mythos’s
front lens and remains parallel for its
entire length even at great distances.
The award-winning Mythos lights have
been used in events including the Sky
Sports F1 Show, a commemoration of 25
years since the fall of the Berlin Wall, and
the Six Nations.
Alongside
the
Mythos
projections,
portraits of wounded and sick servicemen,
taken by celebrity photographer Rankin,
were projected onto the walls of the Tower
using 21k Panasonic WUXGA Projectors.
This part of the visuals was managed by
First Network.
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THE PROMISE,
AND PERIL, OF LIVE
PERFORMANCES IN THE
INTERNET OF THINGS

Each second around the world, over a hundred everyday
objects from cars to streetlights, toasters, heritage trees
and endangered leopards are being outfitted with devices
that allow them to send and receive information in the cloud.
You can add Taylor Swift fans to that list.
Fans attending her concerts this year are being given
LED wristbands that light up in synch with the beat of her
songs. The result is an extraordinary light show produced
by the audience itself.
The wearables are made by PixMob and use infrared
transmissions to connect with the main lighting board,
creating what the company calls “moments of collective
euphoria.” This blurring of the divide between audience
and performer allows fans to become participants in the
show and ultimately storytellers too, as they instantly
relate their experience to others on social media.
The impact of wearables and the Internet of Things on live
events is attracting attention from the industry’s biggest
players, with entertainment giant WME-IMG recently tying
up with Big Data company AGT.
They plan to connect fans with devices installed
throughout concert and sporting events to provide real-

time snapshots of crowd activity. This includes everything
from instant feedback of sound and light quality around the
venue to information about wait times for the bathroom.
As audiences and especially the individuals in the
audience use their wearables to become part of the
performance, live events promise to become more fluid
and unpredictable. Imagine for example if the audience
has wearables with biometrics that track things like
heart rate, or accelerometers that measure movement.
Or perhaps an app that allows them to constantly grade
the quality of sound, so a simple sound check suddenly
becomes an instant referendum involving 30,000 people.
This deluge of data will allow performers and their
creative teams to constantly tweak and improve what the
audience is hearing and seeing.
And not just the audience inside the venue.
With virtual reality tech upon us in the form of Oculus
Rift and other wearables, entertainers like Beck and
Paul McCartney are already looking to bring their live
performances to audiences sitting at home. Fans
accessing the concert through virtual reality devices will
be able to seat themselves wherever they want, even on
the stage among the artists.
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Thinking of
Home?
Not as Much as the Home is
Thinking of You
26
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Philips has introduced a line of
flexible light strips called Hue
that can be installed throughout a
room and then controlled remotely
by your phone to provide the
perfect lighting environment. They
can also be programmed to dim
steadily as you fall asleep and
gradually brighten as you awake.

P

eople hearing the words Smart
Home might think of a house
that turns on the lights when
you’re scheduled to return home from
work.
But what if you left the office an hour
early because you have a migraine?
A really Smart Home might be in touch
with your phone and car, notice that
you stopped by the pharmacy, where
you bought some Aspirin with Apple
Pay. This really Smart Home would
have the lights on even though you
pulled into the driveway early, and they
will be dimmer than usual because
you have a headache.

Jan-Mar 2016
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Our homes, cars and millions of
everyday items are being embedded
with devices that can communicate
with each other, and with you,
through your phone, watch, fitness
band and other wearables. This
rapidly expanding network is the
Internet of Things, and it is quietly but
fundamentally changing the way we
live.
In the 30 seconds it took you to get
to this part of the story, over 3,800
sensors and devices were connected
to the Internet. Each one of them
communicating information to the
cloud and ultimately to you. By the
year 2020, it’s estimated that 57,000
of these ‘things’ will be hooking up to
the Internet every second.
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Panasonic wowed the crowds
at IFA 2015 – Europe’s biggest
tech show – with a rug that has
6.1 channel surround speakers
in each cor ner. Sensors detect
where people are sitting or
standing, so sound can be
focused on people who want
to hear music or the TV, and
directed away from someone
who may be on the phone or
reading a Kindle.
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Also from Panasonic, is a mirror
that doesn’t just show you how
you are, but how you could be.
Using an embedded camera
to scan your face, the mirror
allows you to apply digital
make-up or facial hair to quickly
assess different looks before.

Samsung introduced the Hub in
September to ‘talk’ to appliances
and devices throughout the home,
allowing people to monitor and make
adjustments from a smartphone,
while Google has launched new
products from its Nest range that
synch with security cameras and
smoke detectors. This follows Nest’s
application to thermostats that not
only allowed homeowners to finetune their energy use, but gathered
data on this use from thousands of
households to build a bigger picture
of how communities heat and cool
their homes.
These and the following products are
a small sample of new technologies
that are reshaping how we live at
home.
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CLAY PAKY LIGHTS UP
FRANKFURT’S BRIDGES FOR
REUNIFICATION ANNIVERSARY
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Frankfurt
celebrated
the
25 th
anniversary of reunification between
East and West Germany with a
lighting installation designed by Sven
Sören Beyer and Björn Hermann
that illuminated 25 symbolic bridges
across the Main River. They used
fixtures from Clay Paky.
Beyer and Hermann used 240 Mythos
spotlights, set up on 50 truss towers
on both sides of the Main, to illustrate
the history of the German people.
“For me and for this event there was
no alternative to using the Mythos
spotlight, a mix of beam light and
spotlight. The spotlights are not only
extremely bright, small, and consume
very little electricity, they also allow
me to create many different effects,”
Hermann said.
The show was divided into three
parts, from the division into East and
West Germany and the building of

the Berlin Wall in 1961, to the fall of
the Wall in 1989 and reunification in
1990, and then finishing with 2015.
Hermann
has
also
provided
lighting for events such as the 25th
anniversary of the fall of the Wall at
Brandenburger Tor, the European
Capital of Culture Opening & Closing
Ceremony, the German Sustainability
Prize, and the Rosenball in Berlin.
Sven Sören Beyer, the director of the
event, is famous for spectacularly
huge events.
The Mythos spotlight from Clay
Paky combines the properties of a
classic spotlight and beam light in
one device. This allows razor-sharp
illumination, while enabling geometric
projections in a room or in the air
– known as mid-air effects – to be
shown over long distances, thus
making it possible to create tightly
focused projections on surfaces at
varying distances at the same time.
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GLP LIGHTING DAZZLES AT
FRANKFURT CAR SHOW

The 66 th edition of IAA
Cars,
the
world’s
largest
motor show, saw one of the biggest
collections of GLP impression LED moving
heads ever assembled under one roof.
Taking place over 225,000 square metres of stand
space at the Messe Frankfurt, leading manufacturers
and their creative teams chose GLP impressions
from right across the X4 range to show their vehicles
in the best light.
Volkswagen and lighting design and technical
conception company rgb gmbh used 430 of GLP’s
new X4 L heads and 300 X4 Bar 20, with the
inventory provided by PRG Germany.
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“

People felt good in
this colourful and
light atmosphere

”

- Dirk Feuerstein
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It was rgb’s fourth consecutive IAA motor show working
for Volkswagen, and this year on a stand measuring
9,000sqm their task was to use dynamic lighting to
highlight the brand’s ‘Think New’ concept.
“What was interesting was the increased brightness of
the X4 L compared to other fixtures of that size — and
also the possibility of using a motorized beam-shaping
module,” noted rgb Director Dirk Feuerstein.
They were used both for dynamically lighting the
architectural elements, which made the stand appear
vibrant, and to build increased lighting levels to make the
exhibits stand out from their surroundings. The X4 Bar
20s were tasked with lighting several hundred running
meters of façade elements.
“People felt good in this colourful and light atmosphere,”
Feuerstein said.
BMW
Over at BMW, lighting designer Martin Kuhn used 140
X4 Bar 20s in the ceiling to bring the stand to life. Kuhn,
who has been working with BMW for three years, was
collaborating with Berlin-based technical planners NIYU
Media Projects.
BMW took over all of Hall 11 with a surface area of
12,000sqm, incorporating a 300m long driving track and
a large stage.
With the new 7 Series as the highlight, ‘luxury’ was the
theme. Martin sourced his lighting from Leyendecker
GmbH — including the X4 Bar 20.
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“The stage was 50 meters wide so we
had four rows of 25 battens, spaced
2 meters apart — plus some more
over the audience. We used them in
full mode, utilizing all the functions
they have,” he said.
“I especially like the zoom and
generally the new look of the fixture
when you see it overhead. The lines
of light are new and original and we
found a lot of interesting things you
could do with them.”
AUDI
Meanwhile, rival German automotive
giant Audi used the compact footprint
of X4 S LED fixtures suspended in
front of a mirrored wall. The scheme
was designed by another well-known
specialist, Four To One’s Michael
Schmidt.
The GLP X4 S featured at the entrance
area of the Audi stand, which followed
a ‘Power of Four’ theme. The four
focus areas were: Audi ultra, Audi
Technologies, quattro and Audi Sport
which had been developed by brand
architectural company, Schmidhuber.

All four interior sides of this selfcontained stand, providing around
45m x 32m public space, contained
huge LED screens with one revolving
car on each — presenting the
designers with a real challenge.
“Every single light in the display
was purpose planned by Four to
One,” said Schmidt. This included
the GLP impression X4 S after he
had requested a sample for another
project.
“We combined this with a customer
designed beam shaper, which is
normally only available for the X4 L.
PRG [who supplied the inventory] did
an extremely good job on that,” he
said.
“In fact everything worked out
perfectly: small fixture size, short
distance, shaped beam, good colour
mixing options matched to the
metallic surfaces of the motors and
space frame (in custom designed
white
aluminium
finish).
Oliver
Schwendke and the team at GLP
gave us great support.”
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JAPAN’S NEW
LIVING ROOM CAFÉ
BY E-PLUS SHOWCASES
MARTIN AUDIO
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Japan’s latest take on the New York-style living room cafe
opened in the Tokyo ward of Shibuya, providing a cosy
venue in which artists invite friends to their ‘home’ for live
music, art and and cultural events.
Just a three minute walk from Shibuya’s central station and
located in a hectic shopping and entertainment district, the
cafe is a haven of large antique leather sofas, fireplaces,
iconic works of art and music provided by premium Martin
Audio DD12, DD6 and XD12 loudspeakers.

The cafe is divided into zones including a Live Space,
Main Bar, Terrace Room, Terrace, Private Rooms, Living
Space, Patio and Dining Zone.
Dominating the Live zone is Martin Audio’s flagship DD12
and PSX sub-bass. Martin Audio’s unique differential
dispersion technology delivers consistent coverage and
pristine audio throughout the audience area. Additional
XD12s and DD6s support coverage throughout the other
areas.
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MEYER HELPS
CHEF GABRIELA CÁMARA
OPEN NEW SAN FRANCISCO
RESTAURANT
Meyer Sound traveled across the Bay
from their office in Berkeley to help
celebrated Mexico City chef Gabriela
Cámara’s open her first U.S. restaurant
in San Francisco. Cala is one of the
city’s most highly anticipated restaurant
openings of the year, and among the
first restaurant projects to emphasize
sound design during the build.
The restaurant in the Civic Center
neighborhood is the first in San
Francisco to feature both Meyer
Sound Constellation® and Libra ™
acoustic systems, which are designed
to allow for ease of conversation while
ensuring the desired level of buzz.

The staff at Cala can use an iPad to
customize the acoustic environment
through an array of tiny microphones
and loudspeakers, each working in
sync with digital processing. This
ensures that conversations, music, and
the general energy of the restaurant
dining experience are in balance.
Meyer Sound’s patented Libra™
acoustic image system and its
sound absorptive properties offer
reverberation control while the visual
artistry of photographer and Libra
Artistic Director Deborah O’Grady
assures perfect harmony between
eye and ear.
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“With Constellation, Meyer Sound
has opened up the possibility of a
truly holistic dining experience at
Cala,” says Cámara.
Cala is the fourth Bay Area restaurant
to feature the Constellation acoustic
system, joining the East Bay’s Comal,
Oliveto, and The Advocate.
Meyer
Sound’s
Constellation
technology is widely used throughout
the world as a sound solution for
major concert halls and performing
arts venues in addition to classrooms
and office spaces. Just blocks away at
SoundBox, Constellation enables the
San Francisco Symphony to transform
a cavernous rehearsal space into a
new venue for experimental music.
The San Francisco Opera will also
employ the technology in an intimate
new black box theatre, opening next
summer.
“Sound plays an integral role in the
quality of our dining experience,”
said John Meyer, founder and CEO
of Meyer Sound. “Diners deserve to
be able to hear the person across the
table without sacrificing the fun of
eating out at a buzzing restaurant.”
Cala — the Spanish word for “cove”
or “creek” — features seasonal,
sustainable, and local seafood. The
restaurant is located at 149 Fell
Street between Franklin Street and
Van Ness Avenue.
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MICHIGAN’S ROYAL
OAK MUSIC THEATRE
UPGRADES WITH ELATION LEDS

Royal Oak Music Theatre is a historic cinema built in 1928
that has transformed into one of Detroit’s preeminent
performance venues, hosting a steady stream of live
performances from Alabama Shakes to Skrillex, the band
Perry and Social Distortion among others.

Rob Ludwig has been visiting Royal Oak Music Theatre
for much of his life and has worked closely with AEG and
ROMT on the transition to the LED system.

Promotional entertainment company AEG Live and partner
Royal Oak Music Theatre (ROMT) recently decided to
upgrade the theatre’s lighting system with Elation LED
fixtures, to provide greater reliability, less maintenance
and increased energy efficiency, all of which translates
into a lower cost of ownership.

“I’ve been going to the Royal Oak Music Theatre since I
was a kid so it’s a special place to me,” he said. “I’ve also
known Brad for many years. He is very approachable and
holds people accountable, which are qualities you need
in a good Production Manager. He came up with a great
plan and showed accounting why it was important to
update their rig to LED. AEG gave him the green light to
do something special by going as green as possible. They
were thinking long term and not just about the bottom line
today. Don’t get me wrong, they had a budget; they just
wanted to spend wisely.”

Brad Raymond, production manager at AEG Live, explains
how the decision to go with Elation lighting came about.
“We’ve hosted Elation road shows and trainings at ROMT,
the most recent in September, and have had a long
relationship with Rob Ludwig at Elation rep firm Five Lakes
Marketing. One of the reasons we started our relationship
with Elation was to make the Royal Oak Music Theatre a
much greener space compared to an older venue with a
120K house rig. That meant upgrading to LED.”
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Brad and Rob sat down together and talked about how to
bring the Royal Music Theatre’s lighting rig into the 21st
century. “We shared a lot of ideas and although we both
agreed that white light is needed for many applications,
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we also agreed that we had a chance to design a system
based on color,” Rob stated. “So going green, as Brad
wanted to do, wasn’t much of a stretch.”
After meeting with a local dealer to look at Elation’s
range of LED fixtures, Brad and Rob came up with a plan
for replacing ROMT’s gear over time. Rob comments,
“between Elation’s LED fixtures and their Platinum Series
— an extremely short arc and efficient lamp — we were
able to re-design their system to achieve his ultimate goal.”
More Gigs
The lavishly decorated multi-use art-deco theatre holds
up to 2,000 guests and hosts a variety of corporate
events, weddings, bar/bat mitzvahs along with the music
it’s famous for.
The lighting upgrade consists of a range of Elation LED
moving heads, PAR lights, battens and matrix panels.
“With the change to LED we don’t have to worry about
changing bulbs, which is great,” Brad says. “Climbing
to change them was a nightmare. They were also very
expensive. With our new LED house lights for example
there is little maintenance as they’re self-enclosed units
and there have been no issues. It is our intention to be all

LED within one year.”
Brad says the new system has boosted their private
rentals and corporate gigs.
Because many artists that play ROMT bring their own
ground-supported rig on truss sticks, the lighting
upgrade gives ROMT the possibility of supplementing
those rigs with lighting from the air. Brad completed the
lighting design himself, spreading previously installed
Elation Platinum Beam 5R Extreme™ and Design Wash
LED Zoom™ moving heads, installed in the venue two
years ago, and the new LED fixtures across an upstage,
midstage and downstage truss.
Mounted on an upstage T-bar are Platinum Beam 5R
Extremes and Platinum Spot LED Pro II™ moving heads
with more Platinum Beam 5Rs alternating with Design
Wash LEDs on a midstage pipe. Downstage on the floor
are Platinum Spot LED Pro II and more Design Wash
LEDs with Design Bricks™ and Opti Tri Pars are used for
uplighting. Elation ELAR Quad Panels™, 4 x 4 matrix LED
panels, are used as concert blinders or for pixel mapped
effects and on occasion to display text. SixPar 300™ PAR
color changers are used for house lighting, allowing the
venue to be lit in traditional white or dressed in color for
special occasions.
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HEXOGON LIGHTS UP THE NIGHT
AT SINGAPORE’S
FORMULA 1 NIGHT RACE

46

After illuminating Singapore’s historic landmarks for the
Formula 1 Night Race since 2013, Hexogon Solution
decided to switch from conventional flood lights to LED
technology for this year’s race.

Managing Director Adrian Goh said they had to overcome
some unique challenges as the brightly lit race track can
wash out the light on some of their installations, most of
which are located right next to the circuit.

Hexogon used 220 P-5 wash lights from SGM, each
consisting of 44 high power 10W RGBW LEDs, to enhance
iconic buildings around the race track, including the
Super Trees at Gardens By The Bay, the Victoria Concert
Hall, Supreme Court and City Hall.

Singapore’s night race attracted over 85,000 spectators
a day, while millions more followed on TV. The New York
Times said: “The cars looked great under the floodlights,
the city street circuit was dynamic, and its backdrop,
a mixture of modern and colonial architecture, was a
stunning visual success on television.”
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PARSHWANATH BUSINESS PARK
ILLUMINATED WITH
SGM G-SPOTS AND Q-7S

When the owners of the Parshwanath Business Park in
Ahmedabad, India wanted to spruce up the façade of the
facility they turned to lighting designer and founder of
Brainwave Designs, Sushant Surve.
“The main challenge was to swathe the entire façade of
2500sq m from a distance of 8 meters,” he said. “And
as the complete building façade has fins coming out
and going in, the challenge was to create perfect angles
without spilling light inside of the building.”
For this project he chose the SGM G-Spot moving head
and the SGM Q-7 RGBW flood blind strobe.
Deploying the powerful SGM LED luminaires, he managed to
achieve the desired effect with just two G-Spots and four Q-7s.

“We always considered using LED fixtures, as their
high lumens and low power consumption helped us to
achieve our intent with just six fixtures, which ultimately
resulted in less wiring and less maintenance,” Sushant
said.
“The main reason to select the G-Spot was for its
flexibility. It is the only IP65 rated RGBY LED moving
head spot with numerous revolutionary functionalities;
its features like colour change along with animation,
zoom in zoom out, 17,000 lumens, colour temperature
from 2000K to 10000K, pan tilt 540 degree to 270
degree, etc. With this moving head I can flawlessly
transmit colours with animation. Along with it, the Q-7
added more value because of its features like wireless
DMX control, 28,000 lumens, wide flood, strobe, etc.”
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NFL’S SUNDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
OPENER SPARKLES WITH
AYRTON MAGICDOT FIXTURES
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When Carrie Underwood stepped on to the stage to
kickstart a new season of Sunday night NFL football on
NBC she was Illuminated by Ayrton MagicDot™-R fixtures
chosen by lighting designer Benoit Richard of Millennium
Lighting Design.

below stage level on a recessed drop-shelf which lined
the two downstage edges of the diamond stage. Richard
used them to project through the audience and bounce
light off the front edge of the shiny stage surface.

The iconic Sunday Night Football opening sequence,
which Underwood is performing for the third year running,
took place on a high-gloss, diamond-shaped stage with
a large virtual video backdrop featuring striking real and
virtual imagery of top NFL players.

“The MagicDots on the shelf were the perfect height,” he
says. “They were unaffected by the hands and heads of
the audience, and gave great silhouettes to camera as
well as cool lighting effects. The glossy floor material lent
an extra dimension by giving double reflections off the
front edge of the stage.”

The angular layout and overwhelming backdrop presented
significant challenges. Director of photography, Chuck
Ozeas deferred the design of the concert lighting to Benoit
Richard who was able to bring his rock and roll touring
experience to bear on the theatrical lighting elements of
the show.

Thirty more MagicDot-R fixtures were rigged around the
diamond stage’s upstage edges, ‘yoked out’ on 1.5ft
vertical truss pipes which lifted them clear of the floor and
orientated them straight out towards the audience. This
enabled Richard to maximize the effect of the shiny stage
surface without interfering with the black backdrop.

Richard created a dynamic floor package which
incorporated 60 Ayrton MagicDot™-R fixtures. MagicDot-R
is the first 60W RGBW professional LED moving head,
and uses a single collimated 94mm diameter optic to
produce an intense 4.5° beam.

“The rigging angle didn’t affect the MagicDots’
performance at all,” he says. “I used the pan to create
a continuous moving fan effect behind Carrie, making
full use of the colour palette as well as the movement.
On camera, the reflections in the stage surface gave the
effect of a double row of MagicDots behind her as they
moved in slinky curves, doubling the impact.”

Thirty free-standing MagicDot-R units were installed just
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G-SPOTS BRAVE
WATER AND SAND AT
AFRICAN GAMES
When the 11 th edition of the African Games took place
in the Republic of Congo capital Brazzaville, the lighting
designer knew he would be tackling heat and humidity in
the equatorial country. But the sandstorm was a surprise.

market that can provide a high output while operating
in a humid environment; actually placed right next to a
huge water screen,” said French lighting designer Vincent
Mongourdin.

GL events Audiovisual was asked to design the closing
ceremony for the Games, which drew participants from
54 nations competing in 22 disciplines plus two disability
sports.

Fortunately, along with offering protection against water
and humidity, the G-Spot is also resistant to sand, dust
and other particles. So along with a continuous spray
from a water curtain located above the pool, the moving
heads were able to survive a sandstorm at the open-air
stadium.

The centerpiece of the ceremony was a cube balancing
on a point in a pool of water in the middle of the stadium.
The cube was lit with 18 G-Spot LED moving heads from
SGM with an IP-rating of 65.
“This concept required the only moving head on the

“All other moving heads needed an internal cleaning
of lenses and electronic parts,” said head of technical
lighting Alexandre Trapon. “The G-Spot just had an
external clean up and they were ready to go.”

Jan-Mar 2016
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
GRACES THE INDIAN STAGE WITH
CHRISTIE PROJECTORS
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The classic Disney love story Beauty and the Beast
arrived on the stage in India for the first time in October
with an extravagant production involving more than 100
performers and a distinctly local flavour to endear the tale
to Indian audiences.
The 130-minute English-language production at venues in
Mumbai and Delhi will use five Christie Roadster HD20K-J
3DLP® projectors to enliven the stage with brilliant and
realistic imagery.
“We are extremely pleased by the love and appreciation
the show has received from the audiences. The Beast
Castle is one of the crucial parts of the story and Christie
technologies helped us bring it alive through LED
screens, which made the experience for the audiences
even more magical,” said Vikranth Pawar, Show Director
and Creative Head, Live Entertainment, Disney India.
Based on the Academy Award-winning animated feature
film, the musical tells the story of Belle, a young woman
in a provincial town, and the Beast, who is really a young
prince trapped in a spell placed by an enchantress. If the
Beast can learn to love and be loved, the curse will end
and he will be transformed to his former self. But time is

running out. If the Beast does not learn his lesson soon,
he and his household will be doomed for all eternity.
Rajesh Patkar, Deputy General Manager, Christie India,
said “we are very honored and proud to be associated
with Disney’s Beauty and the Beast musical in India as the
official visual technology partner. We are both delighted
and excited to provide audiences with mesmerizing
visuals on stage using our Roadster HD20K-J projectors
that are trusted to deliver superior performance and high
quality images in full HD resolution. This is an epic event
that will be remembered by Indian audiences for a long
time to come.”
“It is a great pleasure for us to be part of the Disney
magic with the first ever Beauty and the Beast musical
in India, with the deployment of our Roadster HD20K-J
projectors – widely known to provide outstanding and
lifelike projections – at this highly anticipated event,” said
Lin Yu, vice president, Christie Asia Pacific. “We have
a longstanding relationship with Disney and this latest
collaboration is a testimony of our strong ties built over
the years. We are fully committed in ensuring the delivery
of the best visual experience for the Indian audience with
our ‘Best in Class’ visual solutions.”
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STEVE GADD DRUMS UP
PERFECT SOUND IN HONG KONG
WITH DPA MICROPHONES

Legendary drummer Steve Gadd stopped by Hong Kong
on his 70 Strong world tour recently, and to ensure the
audience at the City Hall Venue picked up the beats from
his all-important drum kit he turned to DPA microphones.
“The clarity of sound is so important in Jazz music,
especially in concert situations,” said concert promoter
Clarence Chang. “In the case of the Steve Gadd Band
concert, DPA helped to reproduce the legendary
drummer’s dynamic performance - from light brushes to
hard driving clashes and snare, DPA ensured that every
detail was heard.”
Steve Gadd’s concert is part of an ongoing tour to
promote 70 Strong, an album released earlier this year to
celebrate Gadd’s 70th birthday. Widely regarded as one
of the greatest drummers of all time, Gadd’s groove can
be heard on seminal tracks such as Paul Simon’s 50 Ways
to Leave Your Lover, Steely Dan’s Aja and Rickie Lee
Jones’ Chuck E’s In Love. In 1984 he was inducted into
the Modern Drummer Hall of Fame and he has worked
with a wide range of popular musicians including Eric
Clapton, Joe Cocker, James Taylor and Chick Corea.
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“As this was a very high profile event, Clarence Chang
wanted the sound to be absolutely first class,” says
Francis Lai, Market Development Manager at DPA’s APAC
office. “He approached us for help with the microphone
specification because he had used DPA mics for previous
concerts, most notably for vocalist Ivan Rutherford
and guitarist Robben Ford. On those occasions the
microphones performed very well and therefore he felt
confident in choosing DPA again.”
Lai, who was on site during the concert to assist the local
sound engineer, specified a d:dicate™ 4011C cardioid
compact microphone for the snare drum, a d:dicate™
2011C twin diaphragm cardioid microphone for the kick
drum and a d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphone for
the toms. He also specified a pair of d:dicate™ 4018A
super cardioid microphones as overheads to capture the
general ambience of the performance. DPA d:dicate™
2011C microphones were used to amplify the guitar
amp and Leslie speaker on keyboards, while the trumpet
was miked with a d:dicate™ 4011A and a d:vote™ 4099
Instrument Microphone.
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CHURCH ON THE MOVE
UPDATES TECHNICAL VALUES
WITH SSL L500S
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Church on the Move, a high energy religious experience with
lots of music, has grown substantially since being founded
in 1987. The main Tulsa campus now occupies around 300
acres and is home to several venues including from a school
to a football stadium.
To maintain its reputation for having services with technical
and performance values that equal the best in commercial
tour-sound and theatre, the church recently purchased
two SSL L500s and a Live Remote Expander for its Main
and Oneighty auditoriums from system integrator and SSL
Partner, CCI Solutions.
Andrew Stone has been the Production Manager at COTM for
nearly 11 years and has been a professional FOH Engineer
for 25 years. He has a reputation for an uncompromising
approach to preparation, quality, and ambition. “We like
to do things big and with tons of quality,” he notes. “Most
church services are a three-camera shoot - we use 11
cameras. My ‘A’ crew are mostly professional touring people
that I have been fortunate enough to recruit. The PA systems
are full-blown line arrays, and now we have the SSLs for
front of house... That is what sets us apart.
Stone has been well known as a devoted analogue fan
for as long as he has been working, and in COTM’s main
auditorium he had been using two large-format analogue
live consoles for some time. However, after considering
how to better serve the needs of the ever more complex
productions, he decided to audition a variety of digital live
consoles - including the SSL L500. “The SSL sounded the
best - plain and simple,” he states. “And it wasn’t just a little
better - it was night and day better. It was the only console
that I thought could exceed the beautiful analogue sound
that I had been used to. Not just match it, but exceed it.
There’s a clarity and a transparency that comes from the
SSL platform that I have never experienced before.
“I now get fantastic, positive comments from people that
normally don’t pay attention to the sound. All they know is
that they are sitting in the seat, listening, and it’s giving them
a different kind of experience. That’s a huge win. It really is
the only digital console I would replace an analogue console
with.”
Stone has quickly mastered the new platform. “I’ve become
very fast at moving on it - I don’t even think about it anymore.
I never thought that would happen after an entire career of
analogue consoles... I’ve got one thing on the small screen,
I’m using the overview monitor to watch all my fader levels,
and I’m using the main touch screen to maneuver. And I’m
really starting to enjoy duplicating faders and VCAs, and
using the independent layer and bank switching on fader
tiles.”
These control aspects help Stone put the emphasis on his
creative role: “That was my biggest problem with most digital
platforms,” he says. “They made me feel like I couldn’t be
creative. Like I had to be an IT genius rather than a Mixer. I
wouldn’t dream of doing what I want to do, at the level I’m
doing it at, without a certain kind of console at my fingertips.
“The SSL Live platform has made me think more about that
part of it. I feel I am being more creative now than I have
been in the last 10 or 15 years.”
One special aspect of COTM’s live production workflow is
a simultaneous broadcast mix that is used for the Church’s
streamed output - an increasingly significant part of all
services. “We have thousands of people listening to the
stream every time we do a service - it’s like another church
out there.
Jan-Mar 2016
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FESTIVAL FAVOURITES
FAITHLESS
SELECT SSL LIVE L500 CONSOLE
FOR LATEST TOUR
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Dance pioneers Faithless have been celebrating their
20th anniversary on the festival circuit ahead of releasing
their new album Faithless 2.0. Front of House engineer
Mark Kennedy has been working with the band for 19
years, and this year he is doubling up by using the same
rig and crew for Faithless Vocalist Maxi Jazz’s new Band,
Maxi Jazz and the E-Type Boys.
For this series of nearly 30 dates, Kennedy has chosen
to use an SSL Live L500 console, supplied by Britannia
Row Productions.
On the Faithless show, there are 56 inputs from the stage
including feeds from a large percussion section, standard
drum kit, bass guitar, four sets of keyboards, and three
vocal mics. Kennedy calls it a ‘tricky’ mix. “People will
walk on and walk off throughout the show,” he explains.
“They’ll walk off with the radio mic and put it down and
start chatting to people off stage, and that’s the least of
your worries.”
“Sister Bliss likes all of her keyboards to be velocity
sensitive, so depending on what mood she’s in we can
go from a whisper to a scream. You have to be so on the
whole thing all of the time.”
According to Kennedy the SSL Live L500 is perfect for
the job on several fronts. First and foremost is the sound:
“Festivals are the best place possible to tell what your
board sounds like because every other guy has every type
of board possible. When you hear the difference between
the SSL and the other consoles on a large touring system
it’s quite incredible how much better it is.”
“In an analogue mixer, with a fader at five or eight dB
down, the channel is quiet but doesn’t drop out of the
mix. With most digital consoles that channel would be
gone, but that doesn’t happen with the SSL, it stays
there.”
“And the stereo separation is amazing,” he continues.
“On one recent show we were pushed a long way over to
one side of this big festival. You could still hear what was
coming out of the left so clearly it was incredible. It really
was amazing.”
Because the Faithless show is so unpredictable, Kennedy
is hands-on from beginning to end: “I use snapshots to
get me to the starting point of a song. After that it’s mixed
freehand.”
“One thing I love about the SSL is that I can do two things
at the same time. I can be on the right hand side EQing
something on the Channel Control Tile while I’m pushing
up VCAs with my left hand.”
“With the upper and lower banks and the three different
tiles I can dial almost a whole show up onto the surface,
and then I’m free to do whatever I want without being
restricted or having to step through menus.”
The L500 has several control options – three Fader Tiles,
a 19-inch multi-gesture touch screen, and the unique
Channel Control Tile with its own high-resolution touch
screen and rapid access controls. “The main touch
screen is fantastic,” says Kennedy, “But for me the key is
the right hand side of the desk - the smaller touch screen
and the instant access of the Channel Control Tile. It’s so
fast. I can jump from my inserts, to my compressor, to my
gates, to my header amps. There, now - right now. I don’t
have to go looking for them.”
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FALL OUT BOY FALLS IN WITH
CLAY PAKY FIXTURES
ON NATIONAL TOUR
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Fall Out Boy just wrapped “The Boys of Zummer Tour”
co-headlining with Wiz Khalifa, and once again Clay Paky
fixtures were along for the exciting cross-country ride.
A.C.T Lighting, Inc. is the exclusive distributor of Clay
Paky products in North America.
Robb Jibson of So Midwest, Inc. continued his relationship
with the pop punk band, this time as production designer
for the US amphitheater tour. Fall Out Boy released its
sixth studio album, “American Beauty/American Psycho,”
this year; it swiftly became the band’s third #1 album.
An enthusiastic proponent of Clay Paky fixtures, Jibson
specified 68 Mythos for the tour. Upstaging was the
lighting vendor.

“I’m a fan of Clay Paky; they seem to really do things
right,” he declares. “I had demo’d Mythos but hadn’t
had a chance to use them just yet. The light is versatile
enough I knew if we spec’d them we wouldn’t need much
else – no typical systems of wash, hard edge or effects
systems. I put all my chips on Mythos as our only hardedged fixture in the show! And they were as awesome!”
It was Jibson’s goal to design a well-balanced show
where the “lighting and video played well together.” He
wanted to present the video content in an innovative way
and eliminate side IMAG screens, which Fall Out Boy
dislikes. The band also wants to enter the stage without
being seen, and Jibson was challenged to create a fun
reveal.
Jan-Mar 2016
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“

I came up with a guillotine, an LED wall on
winches that was 60 feet wide and 12 feet tall. It
acted like a grand drape would work in a theater
and moved up and down to reveal every act. After
a short intro sequence Fall Out Boy appeared in a
blast of smoke and the screen flew up!
Jan-Mar 2016
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“I came up with a guillotine, an LED wall on winches that
was 60 feet wide and 12 feet tall,” he explains. “It acted
like a grand drape would work in a theater and moved up
and down to reveal every act. After a short intro sequence
Fall Out Boy appeared in a blast of smoke and the screen
flew up!”
Since Mythos fixtures are still so new to the market most
of the lighting teams he met at the venues did not have
firsthand experience with their versatile capabilities. And
using them as followspots? Crazy!
“The first time George Masek had showed me the
prototype Super Sharpy I knew that I had found the next
iteration of the automated key light, which we had done
with sharpies for smaller gigs. So it was just a natural for
the Mythos! I had to fight to use them as follow spots, to
rope our fixtures into the spot locations,” says Jibson.
“I shoved the house spots out of the way so I could
clamp Mythos to the hand rail, set them on road cases
or put them on stands; two more were flown from the
side trusses to cover the drummer position. Upstaging
modified the fixtures to add metal handles on front.”

“People at the venues were pretty nervous about how
a 470-watt fixture could replace a house spotlight. My
Response ‘watch.’ Venue by venue we won them over.
We routinely did 120-, 150-, 180-foot throws for key lighting
and gobo patterns using a combination of the zoom optics
and aperture gobos. Even at the farthest point – 200 feet
away from the stage – we delivered never less than 150
foot-candles. A traditional spot would deliver about 90, and
that’s if Jimmy had changed the bulb in the last decade!”
Jibson flew the remaining 60 Mythos overhead where they
supplied key lighting and all the effects lighting. “Using the
frost filter is great for punchy wash looks. They already have
all the goodness that Sharpys have built in for aerial effects,
and their unique color mixing system was really snappy.
The lensing system is like a prime photographic lens with
infinity focus. That made the show look really clean, and
that’s what we wanted: clean lines and clean content.”
Throughout the tour, which ran from June through August,
“Mythos exceeded my wildest imaginings,” Jibson reports.
“I was super-happy with their reliability, footprint and
output. I love ‘em!”
Jan-Mar 2016
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THE ADDAMS FAMILY MUSICAL
BROUGHT TO LIFE WITH
PHILIPS SELECON, SHOWLINE LEDS
Photos by © soundstagestudios.co.uk

Macabre musical The Addams Family
employs some ghoulish effects to
distinguish living characters from
those that are dead, and LED
luminaries supplied by Philips Selecon
and Showline played a big part.
W ith the help of a traditional tungsten
rig at the John McIntosh Arts Theatre
in London, lighting designer Paul Flook
used 10 Philips Selecon PLprofile1
luminaires, four PLcyc1 luminaires and
eight Philips Showline SL WASH 180
movers to create a versatile mix of
traditional and LED fixtures.
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“

With the SL WASH 180’s
great optics I was able to
track and focus wherever
I needed with ease.

”

- Paul Flook
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The W imbledon Light Operatic Society production was
based on an original story by Jersey Boys authors
Marshall Brickman and Rick Elice, which has been
described as an ‘off-beat take on 19th century gothic’.
The plot follows ancestors of the family as they make
their annual visit from the grave only for chaos to ensue.
“I wanted to be able to separate the ancestors from the
rest of the ‘live’ cast as the action moved,” says Flook.
“W ith the SL WASH 180’s great optics I was able to
track and focus wherever I needed with ease.”
As the play did not feature any major set transformations,
Flook was also tasked with using lighting to convey
change in location.
“W ith the SL WASH 180 fixtures I could split the visual
picture during the course of the action. They allowed
me to wash an area of the stage in traditional colors

to evoke a particular setting whilst simultaneously
highlighting the ‘ancestors’ in contrasting moody
hues,” he explains.
The Philips luminaires were also applied to create looks
that swung from the moody and intimate to the bold
and vibrant during some of the bigger musical numbers.
“The Philips Selecon PL1 range allowed me to switch
from delicate to flamboyant in an instant with its color
pallet, which rivals traditional tungsten colorising
across the majority of hues,” says Flook. “To apply a
full rig of traditional lanterns in the same way as we
used the Philips Selecon and Showline fixtures would
have been power, weight and space hungry, so adding
LED to the mix was the ideal solution.”
The Addams Family was co-directed between Helen
Flook and Janet Huckle.
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NEW PORTLAND BRIDGE USES SPEED
AND TEMPERATURE OF RIVER TO
CONTROL LIGHTING DESIGN
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The first new bridge in Portland, Oregon, in 40 years
is more art than architecture with a dynamic lighting
system that changes throughout the night as it responds
to the temperature and speed of the W illamette River
below.
The 55-meter high T ilikum Crossing, Bridge of the
People, which is accessible to pedestrians, cyclists
and public transport only, was designed by Reyes
Engineering and uses environmental data collected
by US Geological Survey equipment. The data is
processed by software created by programmer Morgan
Barnard, triggering a series of commands to an ETC
Ion® Remote Processor Unit (RPU) that then executes
changes in the light.
“I’ve always made sure that a bridge evolves out of the
community, the environment that it’s in,” says Donald
McDonald, the San Francisco-based architect who
designed the bridge.
The late San Francisco artist Anna Valentina Murch
and her husband Doug Hollis were commissioned to
compose the lighting effects that adorn the bridge
structure after dark. Murch’s design called for an
aesthetic lighting scheme that would change with
the behaviours of the W illamette. Murch died prior to
completion of the project, but Hollis saw her vision
through to the end.
Water temperature determines the base colour, while
river speed affects the timing of colour changes and
intensity shifts that “move” the light across the bridge.
River depth is conveyed by a secondary colour pattern
that transitions on the crossing’s two towers and array
of suspension cables.
Jon Friedemann of HL Stearns Inc., ETC’s representative
Jan-Mar 2016
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in Portland, originally worked on the project as a
control gear and system engineering task. But once
Murch discovered the diverse colour offerings of ETC
Selador® Desire® LED fixtures, they decided to award
ETC the lighting package as well.
“Colour was at the centrepiece of Anna Murch’s lighting
design,” explains Friedemann. “Only the D40 XTI offered
a colour palette broad enough to bring her artistic vision
to life.” Fortunately, ETC’s US manufacturing operation
offered full compliance with the project’s “Made in
America” requirements.
Unmatched colour capability, paired with Ion RPU
control and a seasoned field service team meant the
through line of the Reyes’s system design was set.
178 Desire D40 XTIs, a series of DMX opto-isolation
repeaters in outdoor enclosures, and over 4.5km of
data cable complete the lighting system and integrate

it with the collected river data.
Since bridge workers were not allowed to work at
night, the D40s were focused by mounting a rifle
scope to each fixture, allowing them to be aimed at
specific points on the structure. Programming was
another hurdle, with logistics and support provided by
ETC dealer Hollywood Lights. At night by the riverside,
Trevor Burk of Visual Noise Creative in Los Angeles,
working alongside ETC technical support engineer
Josh Selander, programmed cues on a Gio® console in
a rented recreational vehicle – their lodging and control
booth for the three consecutive nights of programming.
“It was a small price to pay,” says Karl Haas, ETC’s
architectural national sales manager, “to see a vibrant
display of light art, cast on such a breathtaking
structure, programmed by one of ETC’s most adept
technicians. while living in a van down by the river.”
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FINNISH NATIONAL OPERA
CREATES VISUAL POETRY
WITH MYTHOS
Lighting and set designer Mikki Kunttu has used an array
of Clay Paky Mythos and A.leda B-EYE K20 fixtures to
create a truly stunning lighting design for a production of
symphonic poem Kullervo at the Finnish National Opera.
Composed by Finnish national composer Jean Sibelius
and first performed in Helsinki in 1892, the opera is based
on the character of Kullervo in the epic poem Kalevala.
A dance element choreographed by Tero Saarinen and
performed by the Finnish National Ballet was added to
this 2015 production, which celebrated 150 years since
the birth of Sibelius. Kunttu specified 52 x Mythos and
48 x B-EYEs from Bright Finland for key lighting in the
piece.
“The brightness of the Mythos fixtures was undoubtedly
the most important quality in the visual picture of the
production,” says Kunttu. “They delivered the final
incredible punch that we saw in the end scene at the
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moment Kullervo dies – brightness beyond belief!”
As the designer’s staging evoked an infinite black box,
the Clay Paky fixtures were also employed as organic set
pieces that moved in space to signify changes in scene.
“The B-EYE K20 fixtures were used as moving sidelights.
They created various spaces as well as beautifully lighting
the performers from the sides of the stage,” continues
Kunttu.
Also used as set pieces were a range of LED screens in
varying sizes.
“The Clay Paky fixtures worked perfectly with the screens.
On the one hand, the Mythos cut through them with an
even brighter punch than their output and on the other,
the B-EYEs complemented them as the colours and
intensities were easily matched,” continues Kunttu.
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RICHIE HAWTIN TAKES
TECHNO WIZARDRY ON TOUR
Richie Hawtin takes his laptop to work like most of us,
but work for this electronic music DJ is an eight-city tour
of the US and Canada, thrilling audiences with beats
powered by a unique combination of Lab.gruppen and
Lake processing.
Over 12 days and eight cities, the innovative music
technology tour touched down at colleges and hot spots
from Boston’s Berklee College of Music to Montreal,
Toronto, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
During the day, events were staged in lecture theatres at
colleges and universities, while at night the tour played in
up to 5,000 capacity clubs such as the Palladium in Los
Angeles, as well as in a number of 1,000 person rock and
roll venues.
Ever the innovator, Hawtin is constantly pushing the
frontiers of performance and technology. He is well known
for DJing techno sets making use of laptops and digital
mixing equipment, and his current setup is no exception.
His longtime audio tech Johannes Kraemer has designed
a truly unique monitor rig that was inspired by a desire for
the purest audio quality possible.
“On this tour the PA is different every time as we’re always
using the house system, but Richie’s monitor setup is
something special,” he explains. “We have two versions
of the monitor system. Most of the time in clubs we are
using a pair of Funktion One PSM318 DJ monitors. We
output straight from the digital desk, fitted with a My Dante
option card, via Dante over Cat-5 straight into the two
Lab.gruppen PLM20000Q amps that drive the monitors.
In the larger scale events we use two L’Acoustics SB28
subs and two Arcs II per side.”
The system runs at 96kHz throughout, with only one A/D
conversion and one D/A conversion taking place in the
signal chain.
“The reason we chose the PLMs is that we’re big fans
of 96kHz signal transmission and for the clarity of the
signal chain and Lab.gruppen totally delivers that. There
are details you just don’t hear at 48kHz with the usual
signal chains. The PLMs have plenty of power and great
bass channels limiters, which suits Richie’s very dynamic
style. I love the low latency on the desk side and the fact
we can fire it with Dante.”
“There’s no EQ at all on the monitors,” says Kraemer,
“and even the crossover between the double 18-inch
subwoofers and the high bass is set to a 12 dB per
octave slope as this gives more flexibility when increasing
or decreasing the sub level because the acoustical
crossover is only like the electrical crossover point when
sub and high bass are equal. The subs are fed from a
mono aux send on the desk.
“The monitor system takes only 15 minutes to set up each
night, and the only adjustments we make is to increase or
decrease the sub level depending on whether there is an
open stage or a more closed DJ booth.”

When asked to describe the pristine quality of audio in
the DJ booth, Kraemer comments: “Our DJ booth sound
is a kind of a reference on the scene, and when other
DJs know that they can play on our setup, they skip their
riders!”
Kraemer has worked with Richie Hawtin for many years,
for the first time in 2000 and then with a stronger
collaboration from 2008 onwards. He learned his trade
as an electrician in the highly disciplined environment of
large-scale power plants, and became passionate about
quality audio through working with rock and roll bands in
his local area around Cologne.
He developed his concept for the current monitor setup
as a result of the highly advanced digital technology
available today. “I explained my ideas to Richie, and we
experimented and rehearsed at length to improve the
sound from the source.” He says.
According to Hawtin, “Electronic music is innately tied to
the technology used to create it as the tools evolve, so
will the art.” His state-of-the-art Lab.gruppen and Lake
DJ monitor system is clearly no exception.
“Sound quality is the fundamental driving force,” says
Kraemer. “Transient behavior is really good as we have no
filters, and the sub frequencies are very defined. Richie
often mixes two or three bass lines this is not a sine wave
thing anymore, it’s a really personal sound where you
need precise control of the subs and bass.”
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AUSTRIAN FESTIVAL
SHREDS THE NIGHT SKY WITH
MASSIVE LASER SHOW

The laser show at this year’s Lake Festival in Austria
was spectacular with Laserfabrik using four RTI NANO
RGB 30 laser systems together with Lasergraph DSP
controllers to illuminate the night and amaze the
crowds.
Laserfabrik turned to Ray Technologies GmbH, based
near Munich, for its waterproof RTI NANO RGB 30 laser
systems, which are specially developed for colourbalanced, high-power applications.
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“The major challenges at
this event were the various
changes in requirements
from
the
organizer’s
side. Due to our many
years of experience it
was no problem to get a
spectacular show going
anyway” says Daniel Brune,
CEO of Laserfabrik.
The Lake Festival took
place from August 21-23
near Graz, Austria.
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CENTREPOINTE THEATRE
CHANGES ITS SPOTS WITH SWITCH
TO LEOPARD SOUND SYSTEM
76
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Ottawa’s Centrepointe Theatre has become the first
Canadian venue to permanently install a Meyer Sound
LEOPARD™ linear sound reinforcement system. The
LEOPARD system is the third generation of Meyer Sound
systems to be installed in the 954-seat theatre, which
has relied on the durability and longevity of Meyer Sound
since its opening in 1988.

Sound, Inc., which designed and installed the system.
“With the same evenness in the upper and under balcony
as in the rest of the house, every seat is a great seat.
In addition, the flown 900-LFC low-frequency control
elements have opened up sightlines for extreme front
row side seats that were formerly obstructed by stagestacked subwoofers.”

“The coverage of LEOPARD is incredibly uniform,” reports
Neil Collier, senior project manager for Ottawa-based Wall

According to Matt Lamarche, production supervisor
for Centrepointe, the LEOPARD system has already
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“

I proposed LEOPARD as it
excelled in all the design
criteria laid out in the venue’s
request for proposal.
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impressed venue management. “It’s
working amazingly well,” he says.
“We’re only three weeks into our
new season, but now I can advance
touring shows and be confident that
any act will want to use this system.
We are definitely happy with the
results so far.”
The system comprises dual arrays
of
eight
LEOPARD
line
array
loudspeakers
each,
with
three
cardioid-configured
900-LFC
elements flown atop each array.
Four UP-4XP loudspeakers provide
front fill, and a Galileo® Callisto™
loudspeaker management system
with one Galileo Callisto 616
array processor and one Galileo
616 processor provides drive and
optimization.
“I proposed LEOPARD as it excelled
in all the design criteria laid out in
the venue’s request for proposal,”
explains Collier. “By using the MAPP
XT™ system design tool, I felt fully
confident based on past experience
that the predictions would be a true
representation of the final result, and
it was exactly the case once again.”
After opening in 1988 with a
conventionally powered Meyer Sound
system, the Centrepointe Theatre
made a major upgrade to selfpowered systems in the late 1990s.
Portions of the former systems remain
in place or have been repurposed
within the venue, including UPA-1A
and CQ-1 loudspeakers and 650-R2
subwoofers.
Used for intimate performances and
smaller events, the adjacent, 199-seat
Centrepointe Studio Theatre features
a reinforcement system based on
Meyer Sound UPQ-1P loudspeakers
and
500-HP
subwoofers,
also
installed by Wall Sound, Inc.
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COBALT AND ETCnomad
BRING OUT THE HUMAN SIDE
OF MUSIC WITH ‘HEARTFELT’
82
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It is a common saying that musicians put their heart on stage
with every performance. The performance group Tactile
and the Sacconi String Quartet recently combined forces
to create HEARTFELT, a unique and immersive musical
experience to the tune of Beethoven’s String Quartet in A
minor, Op. 132, controlled by Cobalt® software on ETC’s
Gadget and ETCnomad™ controllers.
Before the show, audience members are given a small
wooden ‘heart’ -- each with one performer’s name

engraved on it -- to hold during the performance. And each
musician is outfitted with a heartrate monitor that delivers
live data to Cobalt. “Our system uses custom Java software
to grab the heartrate data over Wi-Fi and send it out as
a series of master level commands to ETCnomad using
UDP [User Datagram Protocol] strings.” explains lighting
designer Ziggy Jacobs-Wyburn. “The cues throughout the
show are macro triggers that remap the individual masters
to different effect playbacks.” The result is that dozens
of pendant lights hanging above the performance space
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control system. ETCnomad plugs
into any computer and unleashes
the power of either the Cobalt or
Eos®/Element™ software platforms.
“It’s like having two consoles in my
pocket,” she describes. When she’s
not in performance spaces, she takes
ETCnomad with her and programs at
home or in hotel rooms. “It’s great
to have everything I need with me all
the time. It saves so much hassle in
terms of space, time and money. It’s
a dream!”

dim, flicker, and brighten according to the live heartbeat data. This creates an
incredibly humanizing and immersive experience where the audience becomes
part of the performance, literally hearing and seeing the heartbeats of the
performers on stage.
In June and July 2015, HEARTFELT began its UK tour, which meant the show
needed a powerful and portable lighting control solution. Jacobs-Wyburn
instantly knew that ETCnomad would be the best fit. “It couldn’t be any more
perfect for what we’re doing,” she explains. “It’s compact and great for touring.
It’s nice to just plug it in and go.” Its compact and easy-to-setup nature makes
ETCnomad ideal for touring shows. “The specialization of the program is key.
It’s completely made for this kind of application, and it shows,” raves JacobsWyburn. “It’s especially great, because often you get to a new venue and you
have no idea what kind of console they’re working with.”
With such a technologically complex show that handles countless triggers
and effects, ease of use and flexibility were crucial in their chosen lighting

Gadget connects ETCnomad directly
to a network using a USB-to-DMX
interface, making programming and
running shows on the go easy as can
be. Jacobs-Wyburn especially loved
the ability to integrate with thirdparty software. She boasts: “It was
easy running our Java software with
Cobalt software on our ETCnomad. I
love that I can write my own software,
and it integrates perfectly within the
platform itself.”
She elaborates: “Since everything
runs on the same network, there
have been zero communication lags.
It was incredibly easy to set up and
change, and really easy to do changes
on the fly. I feel like Cobalt software
is capable of doing anything at any
moment because it’s not reliant on a
single cue structure. You can choose
your effects, what they are, and what
they’re connected to and their scale
at execution. It’s great.”
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“

The complexity of HEARTFELT is why Jacobs-Wyburn felt that ETCnomad
and Cobalt were the right match for the show. “Not having to worry about
technical problems or communication issues between platforms allows
me to concentrate totally on the creative element of the show,” she
explains. She is confident not only that she’ll continue to use her current
ETC equipment in the field, but that ETC will continue to innovate and
provide support for every product. “I’m all about pushing the boundaries
of technology, and ETC is always willing to help push those boundaries
with me. They’re happy to talk to you anytime, anywhere on how to make
your show work. Their friendliness and support is invaluable.”
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Bowers &
Wilkins
releases 800
Series
Diamond
Loudspeaker
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By Bowers & Wilkins
www.bowers-wilkins.net
Bowers & Wilkins celebrates its 50th anniversary with the introduction of the 800 Series

Diamond high-end loudspeaker, which updates the midrange drive units and features a
new Continuum cone that replaces the Kevlar cones. The culmination of 7 years of work,
the 800 Series Diamond features a slender, more modern industrial design. The Turbine
head is constructed from a single piece of aluminium sitting on a sleek reverse-wrap
cabinet crafted from layers of wood, which are curved into shape under intense pressure.

Extron unveils
new input
switchers

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com

Elation
introduces
ACL 360 Roller
Luminaire

By Elation Professional
www.elationlighting.com

Jan-Mar 2016

Extron Electronics has launched
the DTP T DSW 4K 233 and DTP T
DSW 4K 333, three input switchers
for sending DisplayPort, HDMI,
or VGA, audio, and control over a
shielded CATx cable to Extron DTPenabled products. The DTP T DSW
4K 233 extends signals up to 70
meters, while the DTP T DSW 4K 333
extends signals up to 100 meters.

Elation Professional launched the new ACL 360
Roller, a 4-bar moving head luminaire that casts
an array of continuous 360° high-speed multicolored effects. It houses 20x 15W RGBW 4-in1 LEDs positioned equally across four bars and
features 16-bit continuous 360° pan and tilt
rotation. The collimator optic lens produces a
laser-like homogenized 4° color-changing beam
from each LED, which combined produce a 21°
beam angle from each bar.

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Lextar adds
to LED light
range

Extron
introduces
signal
regenerators

By Lextar
www.lextar.com
Lextar Electronics has released ALLUXIA,
its new generation of LED flat panel lights
whose frameless visual effect creates
more flexibility for a seamless connection
of luminaires. The flat panel light uses
microstructure optical technology of
a special light guide plate to create a
balanced and soft surface light while
reducing glare. The innovative aluminum
frame structure allows the luminaire to be
lightweight and yet strong enough to avoid
bending when suspended.

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has unveiled the HD 4K 110 Series, one input, one output signal regenerators that
ensure signal integrity for HDMI sources with marginal or poor quality output. The signal regenerators
are HDCP compliant, and support computer and video resolutions up to 4K, including 1080p/60 with
Deep Color. Cubby Series/2 enclosure or other AAP mounting frame, and a single-gang Decora®-style
wallplate version. Both versions can be powered by the HDMI source or the included power supply
for integration flexibility. Available in black and white to complement a wide variety of environments,
the HD 4K 110 AAP and HD 4K 110 D are ideal for discreet installation with remote HDMI sources.
Designed to recondition signals at the source, they equalize the input signal,
reduce jitter and skew, and provide output signal pre-emphasis to reliably extend
the signal. Video resolutions up to 4K can be extended up to 25 feet (7.6 meters)
when used with Extron HDMI Pro Series cable. The HD 4K 110 Series is available in
two form factors: a doublespace AAP version for use in the Extron Cable
“We designed the HD 4K 110 specifically for system designers and integrators
working with today’s professional applications that need to include the latest 4K
resolutions from an ever widening selection of HDMI sources,” says Casey Hall, Vice
President of Extron Marketing and Sales. “The signal quality offered by various
HDMI sources varies greatly, and these 4K signal regenerators provide the needed
assurance that transmissions from the table, wall, or floor will reliably reach the
destination with the optimal signal quality.”
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ETC launches
ColorSource
Relay

By ETC (Electronic Theatre Controls)
www.etcconnect.com
ETC, a US manufacturer of lighting and rigging solutions, has introduced ColorSource Relay
to help venues like schools, theatres and community centres wirelessly control their lighting
systems, particularly as they upgrade to LED technology. Working in conjunction with the
ColorSource Relay, the ColorSource Transmitter connects to a wired DMX source – like a lighting
desk – and transmits DMX and data signals wirelessly to any ColorSource Relay within a 100
metre range while supporting up to 16 amps of power.

Philips
presents
new
luminaries

Extron
updates Cable
Cubby range
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By Philips Lighting
www.lighting.philips.com
Philips Entertainment introduced two
Showline LED luminaires with the
release of the SL Beam 300FX and the
SL Punchlite 220. They are vailable
through the Philips Vari-Lite and Philips
Strand Lighting Dealer Network.

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has started selling the Cable
Cubby 100, the latest addition to the Cable
Cubby Series/2 line of furniture-mountable
cable access enclosures. The Cable Cubby 100 is
a compact, round enclosure for AV connectivity
and USB power that is ideal for applications
where a single user access point is required. Its
round design eliminates the need to measure or
use a routing template, making installation quick
and easy using a standard 102 mm hole saw.

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

DPA presents
tiny body-mike
for film
industry

Le Maitre
designs smoke
machine for
Internet of
Things

Alcons releases
mkll update of
original CRMS
monitor system

By DPA Microphones
www.dpamicrophones.com
DPA Microphones launched the new d:screet™ Slim Microphone at AES 2015 in response
to a growing need in the film industry for a near-invisible bodyworn microphone. d:screet™
Slim features the company’s omnidirectional capsule element in a flat head, a slender cable
and a new button-hole mount accessory. The button-hole mount comes as an enclosed
accessory, and provides a 90-degree sound input angle, allowing the cable to lay flat against
a surface rather than sticking straight out. It is also designed to fit into a space as small as
two millimeters.

By Le Maitre
www.lemaitreltd.com
Le Maitre presented its G300-SMART
professional smoke machine with IoT
capability via Wi-Fi, wireless set up
and diagnostics, and an easy to read
backlit LCD display. The G300-SMART
has a user-friendly LCD display, DMX
in and out, 0-10V control, as well as
fluid out and fluid low reporting.

By Alcons Audio
www.alconsaudio.com
Eight years after the introduction of its CRMS sound
design system, Alcons has launched the mkII version.
“With the markII version of the CRMS, we were able
to fine-tune the system on details to increase the
resolution even further,” said Philip “Dr.Phil” de Haan,
head of audio R&D at the Dutch company. “The wider,
slanted mid-high top cabinet construction increases
the stereo imaging; The new 8” mid-range driver and
15” woofer significantly increase power handling and
reduce power compression.”
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Allen & Heath
provide three
new mini
mixers

By Allen & Heath
www.allen-heath.com
Allen & Heath has launched three new mini mixers from its ZED analogue console range, including
the first ZEDi hybrid mixer / interface. The ZED-6, ZED-6FX and ZEDi-8 are designed with all the
features and quality demanded by musicians, recording artists and for AV work, in a compact,
portable format.
“The new ZED models deliver Allen & Heath’s renowned build and audio excellence in a small
format, making it the ideal choice for quality conscious musicians, singer / songwriters and venues.
Whether it’s bouncing ideas around at home, performing live or recording tracks to share on
YouTube and Soundcloud, they are versatile companions for every step of the creative journey,”
comments Allen & Heath product specialist, Harry Garcia.
All the new models feature 2 mono channels with separate XLR and TRS jack sockets and 2 Stereo
channels. The mono channels include DI high impedance circuitry for the jack sockets, allowing
guitars to be plugged straight into the mixer without the hassle and expense of carrying separate
DI boxes.

QSC expands
loudspeaker
range
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By QSC Audio Products
www.qsc.com
QSC announced the addition of two new models to the AcousticPerformance loudspeaker series.
The AP-4122m is a 12-inch two-way coaxial system with 40 and 60 degree wedge angles, top
hand hold, pole cup, and M10 fittings for flown or yoked applications, while the AP-212sw is a
dual 12-inch direct radiating subwoofer.

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Fine Art unveils
new spotlight and
lighting console

By FINE ART
www.fineart-light.com
Fine Art has designed the FINE 300D/T FS Fresnel spotlight with separate colour
temperatures of 5600K and 3200K to replace the conventional 2000W halogen
lamp. It uses a 300W LED module improve brightness and create a more even
and soft spot while featuring high luminous flux, high CRI(CRI>90) and high light
efficiency.
Tekmand III
• 3*15.4” & 1*8.9” touch screen
• Process 8192 parameters by itself
• Max control 65536 parameters connecting to DPU
• 8 DMX input/output connectors
• 4 USB connectors
• 30 precision playback faders
• Fingerprint lock for use protect
• 3D simulation effect to make real-time live simulation
• Brand-new design with easy operation mode
• Multi-language available (Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean and French etc)

Crestron Asia
adds two blades
to improve
switchers

By Crestron Asia
www.crestronasia.com
Crestron Asia introduced two new blades designed
to enable Crestron DM-MD64X64 or DM-MD128X128
switchers to deliver 4K and Ultra HD video, the highest
available resolutions for professional applications.
Each blade provides eight inputs or outputs, can be
integrated on the same platform with ease, and adds
support for HDCP 2.2.
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Meyer produces
sound monitor
for Skywalker
Epson
launches
brighter
projectors

Elation
announces
Platinum
HFX

94
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By Meyer Sound
www.meyersound.com
Meyer has introduced their first studio monitor in more than two decades. Amie was
developed for Skywalker Sound, who wanted a product that could accurately reproduce
sounds ranging from intricate dialogue to dynamic music tracks and explosive action
sequences. Amie is manufactured in Berkeley, Calif., and will be available in November.

By Epson
www.epson.co.uk
Epson has launched a new series of high
brightness projectors to deliver improved
images for boardrooms, museums and
auditoriums. The world’s biggest maker
of projectors said the EB-G6000 series will
provide up to 7,000 lumens of light output.

By Elation Professional
www.elationlighting.com
Elation has expanded its award-winning family of hybrid beam, spot
and wash luminaires with the addition of Platinum HFX, a compact
fixture designed for a wide range of professional stage and special
event applications. The new light’s optical system can mechanically
switch between beam, spot and wash modes quickly and accurately
with the beam angle range differing in each mode.
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